This is intended for those interested in using Open Educational Resources in Language courses. In this session, you’ll engage with our panelists as they share their OER journeys and participate in a roundtable discussion. Participants are encouraged to share their OER experiences, concerns, successes, and questions.

**PANELISTS**

Amy Rossomondo (Spanish), University of Kansas  
Necia Chronister (German), Kansas State University

**MODERATOR**  
Jonathan Perkins, University of Kansas

**REGISTRATION LINK:**  
[https://kansas.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJ0OFUMTQTWJGDB4_RWCL9RAME9MG2Y87DHL](https://kansas.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJ0OFUMTQTWJGDB4_RWCL9RAME9MG2Y87DHL)